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A-MINIMAX ESTIMATION I: TWO TERMINAL 
ACTION PROBLEMS 
Daniel L. Solomon 
Statistical decision problems are considered in which the decision maker 
is assumed to have prior information but cannot completely specify a prior 
distribution. The decision maker's prior knowledge is reflected in his 
willingness to specify a subset, fl~ of the class of all prior distributions, 
fi?. He is then recommended to select a decision rule to minimize the maximum 
over distributions in A of the Bayes risk. Such a rule is called /;,.minimax 
and reduces to a Bayes rule with respect to }.. if 1:. = (}..} and a minimax rule 
if A = N:-. This paper is concerned with A-minimax estimation of a location 
parameter from an arbitrary multivariate distribution and with estimation of 
the variance of a (univariate) Normal distribution. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In statistical decision problems, the decision maker may wish to choose 
between Bayes and minimax decision procedures. Even if he prefers Bayesian tech-
niques, he is often confronted with an incomplete specification of his prior distri-
bution and thus cannot apply them. This paper suggests an alternative which is 
other than minimax and recommends that the decision maker apply Bayes criteria as 
far as his prior knowledge permits. This will be made precise and some particular 
problems considered. 
In the case of incomplete prior information, the decision maker can often 
improve his a priori knov1ledge (perhaps at some cost or utility loss) by, for 
example, introspection, consultation or an interviewing technique such as that due 
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to V.Tinkler [17] for eliciting a prior distribution. It will be proposed in a 
sequel to this paper that this possibility be included in the cost structure of 
the model. To this author's knowledge, this aspect of the problem has not been 
investigated. Several authors have, however, considered the terminal action 
problem in the presence of incomplete prior information. 
Suppose that the decision maker's prior information takes the form of a best 
guess eo of a. pa.ra.meter a which is to be estimated. Thompson [15] specifies a: 
" method for "shrinking" the usual estimator 9 (maximum likelihood, minimum variance 
unbiased, etc.) toward 90 by using an estimator of the form 
A A 
a = ce + (1 - c)e 
s 0 
Stone [15] suggests restricting the class of decision rules in such a way 
that only approximate prior information is required. Approaches to combining 
Bayes and minimax procedures are given by Hodges and Lehmann [ 6], Skibinsky and 
Cote [13], Scbneeweiss [12], Blum and Rosenblatt [2], Randles [10], George [3], 
and others. 
Now consider a criterion for combining Bayes and minimax procedures due to 
Menges [8]. The criterion is adopted for the analysis of this paper. For a given 
decision maker, assume he ha.s a prior distribution, >-., but complete specification 
of A is unavailable to him. Assume that he does however have some prior infer-
mation reflected in his willingness to assert that A.€1:.. c N.~, where .N.} is the class 
of all probability measures on the parameter space 0. 
Menges recommends that the decision maker is to choose a rule 80 such that 
sup r*()..,o ) = inf sup r*(A.,o), (l) 
A.€1'.. 0 0 ')..€}. 
where r*(A.,o) is the Bayes risk in o with respect to the prior distribution A.. He 
calls such a rule o , an extended Bayes rule, here called a A-minimax rule after 
0 
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Blum and Rosenblatt [ 2]. 
The Bayesian ~haracter of' the criterion is in the minimization of' the Bayes 
risk roY.·, while its minimax nature is in choosing 5 so that the maximum Bayes risk 
0 
is as small as possible regardless of' the prior distribution ')...€/!.. Should /~ contain 
only one distribution ')..., then a /~minimax rule is a Bayes rule with respect to that 
').... On the other hand, if A= ~~ the class of' all prior distributions, then the 
maximum is attained a.t that ~which assigns probability one to the values of' 9 
which maximize the risk, r. Thus 
and a. 1'~-minimax rule is a minimax rule. 
= sup r(9,5), 
9€0 
This paper applies Menges' approach to the particular problems of estimation 
of a multivariate location parameter and estimation of a normal scale parameter. 
A sequel considers some problems concerning optimal designs. 
To motivate the discussion, consider the following example. Suppose a value x 
is observed of a random variable X, which has mean 9e0 = (-CX),co) and known variance 
cr2 , and a linear estimator 5 of 9 is sought. That is, the class of decision rules 
of interest is restricted to 
DL = (5€DI5(x) = bx + c} , 
·where D is the class of all non-randomized decision rules. Suppose further that 
the loss associated with this decision is (5(x) - 9) 2 if' 9 is the state of nature. 
In the absence of other information the minimax criterion might be applied; that 
is choose b1 , c1 such that 
sup E((b1X + c1 - e)2 !e} = inf sup E((bX + c - 9) 2 !9} . 
9€0 b,c 9E0 
It can be shown that b1 = 1, c1 = 0 so that ~\ (x) = x is minimax among the class 
of linear rules, DL. 
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Consider now a situation in which the information is available that 9 is in 
some bounded inte~val, say I e - AI s M, where A and M are known, M ;;::: o. How should e 
this information be used to modify the estimate 5(x)? With the minimax criterion 
the maximization is rest:dcted to the set ( 9€0 t I 9 - b. t s M}. For 5€D1 one can 
show that the minimax rule is now 
where 
(2) 
Now the risk in the minimax rule 51(x) =xis 
while from (2) and the fact that le - AI s M 
with strict inequality if M < oo and cr2 I= 0. Thus if it is known that le - 6.1 ~ M, 
the risk in 52 is no larger than that in 51, and is smaller in most situations. 
Assume now, that a prior distribution, A., is available for 9 of the previous 
example with 
The linear Bayes estimate of e with respect to A. is 
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"With Bayes risk 
On the other hand, suppose that the prior information is incomplete, and the 
decision maker knc"Ws cr2 but only that lA - ~~ ~ M. Then it is reasonable to choose 0 . 
a linear decision rule o3 such that 
"Where A is the set of all prior distributions for "Which lA - ~~ ~ M. It "Will be 
sho"Wn later in this paper that 
and that the risk of o3 is 
Defining 
r2 = supremum r(e,o2) = [ _l_ + .l_ Jl 
le-t. I~ M a2 M2 
supremum E~r(e,o3 ) [.l_+ 1 Jl ' r3 :::: = a2 cr2 + M2 )..elL 0 
it can be sho"Wn that 
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if 
while 
if: 
2. A-MINIMAX ESTIMATES OF WCATION 
2.1 The Model 
Suppose that X and 9 are real (p X 1) vector random variables (not necessarily 
Normal), that~· ~ (~l' ~2, ···, ~~)T and A~ (A1, A2, •••, AP)T are (p X 1) 
vectors of real constants, M = (~, m2, • • •, mp) T is a (p X 1) vector of non-
nega.ti ve real constants, and that 2:0 "' ( cr~j), I:1 = ( ~j) and K = (kij) are (p X p) 
symmetric positive definite matrices of real constants. Assume further that the 
distribution of X is such that 
E(XI~) = e and Cov(xl~) = 2:1 
where E1 is known. 
Let D be the class of (decision) functions from EP (p-dimensional Euclidean 
space) into#. Then for 5€D, B(X) is an "estimator" of the location "parameter" 
9. Suppose that if X is observed to have the value x, and 9 is estimated by B(x), 
when e = e, then the loss incurred is 
~(B,x,e) = (B(x) - e)TK(8(x) - e) . 
Suppose that the decision maker's prior knowledge is such that his prior 
distribution A on 0 has 
and CavA~ ~ 2:0 , (3) 
where z0 is known, and that he has learned that 
~ I €U I = ( ~ I &> ,, A - ~ I I s M} , (4) 
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where for p-vectors Y and z, IYI ~ Z means IY.I ~ z., i = 1, 2, 
J. J. 
p. Then take 
for/~ that class of prior distributions which satisfy (3) with ~'€U'. It is 
noted at the end of section 2.4 that the results of this section apply for a more 
general formulatio~ of U'. In particular, the results hold whenever U' is the 
convex hull of a finite number of points. We choose to work with the "box" for 
simplicity of presentation. 
We make some definitions and find an optimality criterion for the estimator. 
For 5 € D * c D, define the Bayes risk of _£ for given ~ '€ U' by 
= E{E[(5(X)- ~)TK(5(X) - 2)1~J} ' 
the maximum Bayes risk of _£ by 
and the /:~.-minimax ~ by 
Any rule 5 € D * for which 
0 
or equivalently for which 
B(5) = sup B(l-l' ,5) , 
~'€U' 
B*(U') = inf B(5) • 
5€D* 
sup B(J.t' ,50 ) = 
l-l'€U' 
B(J.t',5), 
is then said to be A-minimax in D*. 
U '-minimax rule. 
Interchangeably, 5 will be termed a 
0 
(5) 
Thus for each 5 € :r:J'l", determine a worst (in terms of Bayes risk) 1-l' and choose 
a 50 for which the maximum risk is a minimum. This paper is concerned with finding 
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a /::-minimax. rule· in DL, defined by 
DL = {5 €DI5(x) = Bx + c} 
where B(p X p) and C(p X 1) are matrices of real constants which may depend on A 
and M. That is, D1 is the class of linear functions from r! into r!. Summarizing, 
a / .. - (or U '- ) minimax rule in E1 is a rule 
such that 
This 
where 
criterion is 
B*(U') = 
= 
= 
sup B(~',50 ) = 
1J.'€U' 
B X+ C 0 0 
inf sup 
5€D ~ 1 €U' L 
B(!J.',5). 
related to the usual minimax criterion as 
inf sup E(E[(o(X) - ~)TK(o(X) 
- ~)I~JJ 
5€D* IJ.'€U' 
follows: 
inf sup E(E[(o(X) - ~)TK(o(X) - ~)lx,~·JJ 
5€D* ~'€U' 
inf sup EC(~',5(X)) 1 
5€D* ~'€U' 
C(~',5(X)) = E[(o(X)- ~)TK(o(X)- ~)lx,~'] . 
This is the minimax criterion for loss function C and state space U'. 
Consider the following hypothetical applications of the problem just described. 
The National Bureau of Standards maintains the standard for the unit of 
electromotive force (emf), the volt. This standard is determined from the average 
value, 1J. 1 1 of 44 saturated Weston cells which comprise the National Reference 
Group (NRG) • 
Occasionally prototypes of the NRG cells are made with emf value e "'N(!J.',o2 ). 
. 0 
These cells are used in turn as models for customers' cells with values X"' N(S,of). 
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Over the years, values of a~ and af have been established. 
It has been observed that ll 1 varies in time. By costly physical experiments, 
bounds can be placed on ll 1 , say ll 1€U 1 , an interval. A customer wishes to estimate 
the e for his prototype. His class of prior distributions for e is then N(ll I' cr~)' 
ll'€U 1 • For more detail on these techniques see Hamer [5, pp. 6-7]. 
As a second application and in a .di,~ferent context, suppose that observations 
of a particular individual's serum cholesterol at a given time are X ,.., N( 9, af). 
The parameter e d"t varies from person -ro person and suppose that e ,.., N(~-t', cr2 ), 
- 0 
where 1.! 1 is the mean cholesterol level for the population at large. Now at various 
costs, an individual's age, height, weight, diet, medical history, etc., can be 
determined and thus the individual can be placed in a sub-population. If it is 
now supposed that for this sub-population it is known that the mean cholesterol 
level 1.1' is in some set U', then to estimate e, the class of prior distributions 
is N ( ll 1 , a~ ), ll ' € U ' • 
,,, .... 
•• !"(' 
2.2 Existence 
Theorem 9 of section 2.4 asserts that in the class D1 of linear decision 
rules, any fi~minimax rule is in L c D1 defined by 
where 
-B = (I - B) • 
In sections 2.2 and 2.3, only rules in ~ ~ considered. 
Theorem 1: If' o € L, then the Bayes risk of o for given ll 1 is 
(6) 
(7) 
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Proof: , ~.: 
B(~' ,8) = .E(8.(X) - ~)'1<:(8(X) ~) 
= E[B(X ~) + B(A - ~)JiK[B(X - ~) + B(~ - ~)] 
~ tr BTKBE1 + tr BiKBE0 + (A- ~·)TBiKB(A- ~·) ·. 
Write 
a.nd note that, since A is fixed, 8 is determined by B,a.nd ~· is determined by ll• 
Thus identify 
R(!l,B) = B(ll I ,5) ' 
and (7) becomes 
Similarly, the set U' of (4) becomes 
-By definition, if 80 (x) = B0x + B0 A is a. A-minimax rule in L, then with 1p 
2 
the space of real p X p matrices ( = -# ) , 
sup R(!l,B ) = inf sup R(~,B) , 
0 ~€U Be1p 1-1eU 
(8) 
(9) 
in which case, if there is no risk of confusion, B will be called U-mj..rJ.imax in L. 0 .. ' . . 
To demonstrate the existence of a. U-minimax rule in L and for other reasons 
(made explicit following theorem 4), we wish to show that a minimax theorem holds. 
To do so, it will first be shown that in searching for U-minima.x rules, attention 
may be restricted to sets ~ c r and e c u for which the following minimax theorem 
. p . 
applies. See Stein [14, pp. 1.3.1 - I.3.2]. 
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Theorem: (A Minimax Theorem) Let e. be a finite set, t> an arbitrary convex set, 
and R a bounded real valued function on e X t> which is convex in its second argu-
ment. Let e be the set of all probability functions n on e and extend the defi-
nition of R to e X ~ by 
Then 
R(O,B) = L R(e,B)n(e) 
ee:e 
sup inf: R(O,B) = inf sup R(n,B) • 
nee Be:~ Be~ nee 
From (8) note that R(~,I) = tr KE = T say. Define 1 
f3 = {B € 1 I sup R(~,B) :S T} • 
.. P ~e:U 
Now I € t> so 13 is not empty. 
Theorem 2: If B'~~ ~ (3, then B* if? not U-minimax in L. 
Proof: Since B* i ~' there exists a ~* € U such that R(~* ,B*) > T. Thus 
i.nf sup R(~1 B) ~ sup R(~,I) = T < R(~~~ ,B-1~) ~ sup R(~,B'~) • 
Be~ ~U ~€U ~€U 
Corollary 2.1: 
1nf sup R(~,B) = 
Bel3 !leU 
Thus only B € 13 need be considered. 
We shall need the following result. See, for example, Hadley [4, p. 91]. 
(10) 
(11) 
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Theorem: (An Extreme Point Theorem) If f is a. convex and continuous function on a 
••• 1 •• ,- •• ' • 
(non-empty) convex, compact setS c EP, then f assumes its maximum on S at an 
extreme point_of S. Iff is strictly convex, the only maxima occur at extreme 
points. 
Let e c U be the collection of extreme points ei of the convex, compact set U. 
That is 
e = (e1, e2, ···, e) = {1-l.::Efii~-LI = M} • (12) 
(Note that the number of elements in e is u :s:; ~, with equality if all m. > 0.) 
J 
Now for any B, BTKB is non-negative definite and thus 1-lTBT[B!-l is convex on U. Thus 
by the extreme point theorem, 
sup T-T[-ll B Bll :::: sup T-'Ik:-e B Be 
j..t€U e€e 
and so from (8) 
sup R(!J.,B) :::: sup R(e,B) • 
!J.€U e€e 
Lemma 3: The set f3 is convex, and for each e €e, R(e,B) is convex in B. 
A proof is given in the appendix. 
Also, for all e € e., B € f3, 
R(e,B) ::; T < CX) 
and so R(·,·) is bounded one X f3. 
Define e to be the convex set of all probability distributions on e: 
n ) € Euln. ~ 0, i = 1, 2, 
u ~ 
u 
, u; I n1 :::: 1}, 
i=l 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
• --
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and extend the definition of R to t X ~ by 
u 
R(fi,B) = IR(ei,B)ni • 
i=l 
By definition, t is finite, by (14) R is bounded on e X ~~ and by lemma 3, ~ 
is convex and R is convex in its second argument. The hypotheses of the minimax 
theorem are thus satisfied and so 
Theorem 4: 
sup inf R(fi,B) = inf sup R(fi,B) • 
n€e Be~ Be~ flee 
Theorem 4 guarantees the existence of a saddle point of R; that is, a pair 
(TI0 ,B0 ) e e X ~ such that for all (TI,B) e t X ~~ 
R(n,B ) s R(fi ,B ) ~ R(fi ,B) • 0 0 0 0 
See Karlin [7, Vol. II, p. 9]. The theorem thus guarantees the existence of a 
-rule B0 , which is t-minimax in ~; that is, such that 
sup R(fi,B ) = inf sup R(fi,B) 
nee 0 Be~ flee 
Lemma 5 shows that for any B e 1p' 
so that 
sup R(fi,B} = sup R(~,B) , 
Tiee ~EU 
inf sup R(!l,B) 
Befj ~eU 
and B0 is U-minimax in fj. Finally, by corollary 2.1, 
that is, B is U-minimax in L. 
0 
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Note too that theorem 4 simplifies the calculation of a U-minimax rule, for 
to compute .a U-minimax rule directly is to seek B0 such that 
= inf sup R(J.l,B) • 
Be:T JlEU p 
For each B € 1 , R( • , B) is convex and continuous on U 1 and U is compact and convex. p 
Thus by the extreme point theorem, for each B € 1 , the supremum, sup R(Jl,B) is 
P JlEU 
attained at an extreme point, e(B) of U; that is, at an element of e.= { e1 , e2 , • • ·, eu). 
Let 
u 
so that 1 = U t3 .• 
p j=l J 
t3J. = {Be 1 IR(e .,B) = sup R(e,B)) , 
P J eee 
Now determine inf R( e . , B) and then inf inf R( e., B) to 
Bet3j J l~j~u B€t3j J 
obtain the U-minimax risk. But the minimization over t3j is a constrained minimi-
zation; namely 
subject to 
R(e.,B) 
J 
minimize R(e.,B) 
E€1 J 
p 
= sup R(e,B) 
e€e 
= R(e(B),B) • 
The constraint is complicated in that the relation between e(B) and B is not a 
Sill\Ple one. 
As will be seen (lemma 6), theorem 4 allows the minimization (for each TIe: e) 
of R(TI,B) over all of 1p. This minimization is unconstrained and affords an 
analytical solution for the minimum by standard techniques of the calculus. Then 
• -
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\, 
it remains only to maximize inf R(TI,B) over the· 'convex, compact set e.; a. task 
B€1 p 
which is accomplished numerically with relative ease. Some examples of this 
computation are given in section 2.5 for the case p = 2. 
We now return to the derivation of the U-minimax rule. 
Lemma 5: For each B € r , p 
sup R(~,B) = sup R(e,B) :::: sup R(TI,B) . 
l-l€U e€e n€e 
Proof: Recall that e = {el, e2, ... 
' 
e } • Since the distribution ni 
u 
assigns probability one to ei, is in e fori= 1, 2, ···, u, 
sup R(e,B) ~ sup R(D,B) • 
e€e n€e 
Also, for any TI € e, 
u u 
R(TI,B) = L R(ei,B)Tii ~ I sup R(e,B)Tii = 
e€e i=l i=l 
sup R(e,B) , 
e€e 
and thus 
sup R(TI,B) ~ sup R(e,B) • 
D€e e€e 
The first equality is (13). 
2.3 Reduction to a Mathematical Programming Problem 
' 
which 
In this section the search for a U-minimax rule will be reduced to a problem 
of maximizing a continuous function on a compact, convex set---a problem which can 
be solved by numerical techniques. 
Recall that the objective is to find a matrix B such that 
0 
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sup R(!l,B ) = inf sup R(J..l,B) • 
J.l""U 0 B1 U "' £ J..l€ p 
temma 6: The U-minimax risk (in L) satisfies 
inf' sup R(J..l,B) 
Be:1 J.l€U p 
A prcof is given in the appendix. 
= sup inf' R(fi,B) • 
ne:e B£1 p 
The next theorem accomplishes the reduction to a maximization problem and, 
together with theorem 9 of section 2.4, constitutes the main result of this paper. 
Theorem 7: In L, the U-minimax risk 
where 
and 
inf' sup R(J.l,B) 
BeT J..1€U p 
= su~ R(TI,Bn) 
nee. 
Furthermore' there is a no € e such that 
and the rule 80 defined by 
80 (x) = Bn x + Bn A 
0 0 
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is U-minimax in L. 
Proof: ·The existence of aU-minimax :rule is demonstrated in the comments following 
theorem 4. Now by lemma 6, 
and from (8) 
so that 
inf sup ·R(!l,B) = 
B€1 ll€U p 
u 
R(I1,B) = L R(e1,B}rr1 
i=l -· 
I ~-. . ' 
sup inf R(I1,B) , 
n€e B€1 p 
u 
T._ -T._- \ T-T._-
= tr B~:&1 + tr B-xBr.0 + 1_, e1B-xBe1n1 
T-T._-Now eiB-xBe1 is a sca.la.r, and so 
Thus 
by the cyclica.l property of the trace, where 
To obtain B € 1 to minimize R(I1,B), let p 
i=l 
Then from (16) it can be shown with some computation that 
(16) 
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_ R{IT,B): = tr .K(I: - I:(I:1 + I.)-~] + tr KG(r:1 + I: )GT • 
Since K and G(I.1 + I:)GT are at least non-negative definite, all their charac.ter-
istic roots are non-negative, and the~efore all the characteristic roots of 
KG(I:1 + I:)GT are non-negative (Anderson and Gupta (1, Corollary 2.2.1]). Thus 
tr KG(I:1 + E)GT ~ 0 
with equality if G = o. It follows that for each IT e:e 
minimizes R(IT,B) over 1P. Finally, with somemanipulation 
inf R(IT,B) = R(IT,BIT) 
Be1 p 
2.4 Linear Estimators 
.... 
!·.1 
(17) 
In section 2.3, aU-minimax rule in L (6) was derived. It was asserted in 
section 2.2 that only such rules need be considered; that is, in the class 
n1 = { o e D lo(x) = Bx + c} of all linear rules, any U-minima.x rule must be in L. 
Theorem 9 justifies that assertion. 
Lemma 8: For p-vectors G F 0, ~' and M ~ o, p X p matrix B and positive definite 
p X p matrix K, 
supremum(B~ + G]TK(B~ + G] > supremum(B~]TK[B~] • (18) 
~~~ :S: M ~~~ ~ M 
A proof is given in the appendix. 
• -
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Theorem 9: If the rule 8(x) = Bx + C is U-minimax among all linear rules, then 
C = B~, so that U-minimax rules in DL are of the form 50 (x) = Bx + BA; that is, 
8 € L. 
Proof: Without loss of generality, write 8(x) = Bx + BA + G, where G is the 
p-vector C - BA. From (5), the Bayes risk of 8 for given~· is 
B(~' ,5) '= E(8(X) - ~)'-1c(5(X) - ~) 
= tr BTKBEl + tr nTKBEO + [B(~-~·) + G]TK[B(A-~') + G] . 
Since 8 (x) is 8(x) with G = o, 
0 
It must be shown that if G F 0, 
sup B(~' ,5) >sup B(~' ,80 ) • 
~ 1 €U' ~ 'eU' 
But this is an immediate consequence of lemma 8. 
(19) 
Notice that in sections 2.2 and 2.3 the non-negative definite character of K 
was used (lemma 3, theorem7), but that only in this section __ (l~~-:8) was it 
necessary to require ~ to be positive definite. If it is assumed that K is non-
negative definite and 81 is U-minimax in DL' there exi~ts a rule 80 i~. L with 
U-minimax risk not exceeding that of 81• This is seen by noting that lemma 8 
holds for K non-negative definite if ">" is replaced by ":2!", and thus (19) holds 
subject to the same substitution. 
As an application, let W = (w1, w • • • w )T be a vector of non-zero 2' ' p 
constants, and suppose 
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is to be estimated. · It is proposed to estimate vf'~ by w*To w~f.~: ~.-r7;DL' and 
w* = (w* ¥7-~:- • • • w* )T 1' 2' ' p • 
Taking as loss function 
L(W*,o,e,x, 11 ) = (w*To(x) - wTe) 2 
WTW 
'~ {1 : •• 
it can be shown that the appropriate estimator of' v?e is vf!y(X) ,.There y is a 
-L-minimax estimator of' e corresponding to the non-negative definite loss matrix 
Note that the previous results apply if' the set U of' (9) is an arbitrary 
closed convex polyhedron with extreme points [e.}. This is true because the 
~ 
crucial assumption in the minimax theorem of' section 2.2 is the finiteness of the 
number of extreme points. 
Observe too that, appropriately modified, the techniques are applicable to 
compact, convex sets other than convex polyhedra. For example, suppose 
is an ellipsoid in p-dimensiona.l Euclidean space. Then, by the extreme point 
theorem, it still follows that the maximum over U of the Bayes risk occurs at an 
extreme point of U. A complication arises in that the set of extreme points, 
is the boundary of the ellipsoid and is not finite. Thus the minimax theorem 
does not apply. However, a more general version of the theorem only requires the 
set of extreme points to be compact in the Wald topology. For a precise statement 
see Stein [14, p. !.3.7]. 
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2. 5 Example: Estimation of a Bivariate Location Parameter 
This section presents numerical examples for the case p ~ 2 •. With ~,m2 > O, 
the notation becomes: 
[kll kl2] E0 = [ 0 0 ] ' El = [ 1 1 ] K ~ all al2 all al2 kl2 k22 0 0 1 1 al2 a22 al2 a22 
M = (~,~)T, n ~ (nl,n2,n3,n4)T • 
Also, 
and 
where q ~ (n1 + rr4 ) - (n2 + n3) and q € [-1,1]. Note. that the maximizing TI depends 
only on the difference, q, in weights placed on the diagonals of the box. The 
computations are based on theorem 7 which becomes: 
Corollary 7.1: If p ~ 2, the U-minimax risk of the line~r U-minimax rule is given 
by 
R(B ) 
0 
and if the supremum is attained at q ~ q0 , then the rule defined by 
5 (x) ~ B x + B A 
0 0 0 
with 
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B = (L0 + D )(L1 + L0 + D )-l 
· 
0 qo qo 
is U-minimax. 
For various choices of K, z0 , L1, and M, Table 1 gives the U-minimax rule, 
its U-minimax risk, and the maximizing q0 , together with the corresponding (linear) 
Bayes rule and its risk. A (linear) Bayes rule (with respect to the prior distri-
bution A) is a rule 51~ such that 
= inf E;_(E[(o(X)- ~)1<:(o(X)- ~)I~J} 
5€DL 
In what follows, B1 is the coefficient matrix of x in the (linear) Bayes rule 
-o1(x) = B1x + B1~ • 
That is, B1 = z0(.E1 + z0)-1• The Bayes risk of the (linear) Bayes rule is 
The first three examples illustrate the effect of changing K. There is no 
effect on the Baye·s rule (only on its Bayes risk), but the U-minimax rule does 
change. Examples 4 and 5; 6, 1, and 8; and 14, 15, and 16, show the ef'fect of 
changing M. Examples 6 and 9; and 10, 11, and 12, have different E1, while 6, 12, 
,13, and 14, differ in L0• Examples 6, 12, and 14 show that B can be· diagonal 0 
when B1 is not. Notice that the examples show many values of q • 0 
~- e e 
Table 1.--Selected results for the location problem with p = 2 
Example K 2:.: 
E1 M r~ Bo R(B0) Bl R(B1) 0 -- [; ~] [; ~1 [; ~] [ ~J 0.00 ["~67 0 J [·~00 0 -1 :667 1.333 .500] 1.000 
[2 1l [; ~] [; ~] [ ~] II [.641 .096] [·~00 0 -2 1 2J 0.80 .096 .641 2-756 .500] 2.000 
IT ~J c; ~J [; ~] [ ~] !I [·651 .073] [~00 0 . 3 0.63 _.073 .651 3.403 .500] 2.500 
4 [i ~] G ~J [6 ~] [ ~] II 0.58 r·473 .104] 6.197 [·382 .088] 5.471 L.o69 ·736 .059 -706 1\) 
w 
5 [i ~] [i ~] [6 ~] [ 2l 1 0.56 [.641~ .0941 7·177 [·382 .088] 5-471 lJ I .063 . 733J .059 .706 
6 [; ~] (l ~] [3 Ol [ i] -1.00 [·~00 -~50] 3.000 [·382 .088l 2.559 0 2J j .059 ·706J 
!' 
7 r1 o] [i ~] [6 g] [ iJ lj -Q.50 [·~67 .~50] 3-500 ll ['382 .088] 2.559 Lo 1 l' -' .059 -706 
[; ~] [i 11 [6 g] LiJ [·384 .087l I [·382 .088] 8 5J I' -1.00 .058 
·707J 2.565 .059 ·706 2.559 
9 [; ~] f2 1] u 5 l] ~] [ iJ I 1.00 [ -500 -.250 ·~75] 2-750 [ .423 - .038] -.308 .846 2.269 
I 
10 [; ~ [i iJ [i iJ [ iJ 11 0.63 [ ~583 .032] 1.859 II c-~00 0 l 1.500 
-.046 ·707 .500.J 
Table 1.--Continued 
·-----· 
-· 
____ ,.. _____ 
Example K E0 l1_ :,1 r 'lo B0 R(B0) -·1\ R(B1) 
.............. ~----------- ... -------· ~--···--------- --
·---·-· 
11 ~ OJ Ci 1J [ 3 -1J [ ll 
1 
-1 00 c-522 .130J 2 391 ['400 -333] 1-333 0 1 1 -1 2 1J . .087 -522 . .200 
·333 
I 
12 ~ Ol [i ll [3 Ol [ ~] ij -1.00 [·600 .~ooJ 2.500 11 [·357 .214] 1.640 1J 1J 0 2J .143 .286 I, 
[; ~] [~ ~] [3 Ol [ iJ !I o.oo [·600 -~l4] II [·~00 -~67] 2-533 l3 0 2J 2-929 il 
.. ,, 
14 [; ~] r5 1] [6 g] [ ~J il [·~67 .~oo] 3-200 [.6l3 .09T1 2.806 Ll 2 ll -1.00 .065 .484J 
I 1'\) +:- . 15 ~ ~] r5 1l [6 ~] [ iJ -0.50 [·b50 o .., 1 c-613 . 0971 Ll 2J ' .6ooJ 3-450 'j .065 - .484J. !2.806. II 
16 c1 Ol r5 1] [3 01 [ 2l 11 -0.25 [·b50 -~50] 3-750 II [:~§ :~§JJ 2.806 0 1J Ll 2 0 2J 2J 
.. _____ 
---... --~ :..---·· ........ ·----·-·· ---------- .I . 
e e e 
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3· A SPECIAL CASE OF THE LOCATION PROBLEM r· . 
If:·M = (0, O, • • ·, O)T, so that ll' = A is known, the /:.-minimax rule in DL 
reduces to the (linear) Bayes rule. For if M = 0, the set e consists of only the 
p-vector zero, and e = {IT} where IT assigns probab~lity one to the vector zero. 
Thus Drr of theorem 7 is zero, and the /,..minimax rule is 
where 
This can be shown to be the (linear) Bayes rule. The result does not depend on 
the loss matrix K. Note that the (linear}. Bayes rule has the coefficient matrix 
B0 diagonal whenever L:0 and E1 are diagonal. This seems reasonable since if the 
-Xi and ~j are uncorrelated, one would no~ expect to obtain information about ~j 
from Xi (i f j). It will now be shown that if the loss matrix K is diagonal, the 
/::-minimax rule in DL also has this property. The result in this case is an 
analytic expression for the A-minimax rule in DL. The derivation will also serve 
to illustrate a technique which is often useful in minimax theory. 
Suppose E1 = dia.g.(ai), 2:0 = diag.(a~), and K = diag.(k1 ). 
is sought such that 
sup R(J..L,B ) 
0 J..L€U 
or equivalently, by (13), such that 
Define 
sup R(e,B ) 
0 
e€e 
;~..;.-:'J(J' r B 
0 
_ ..... ....,b. 
l 
= inf sup R(J..L,B) 
B€1 Jl€U p 
= inf sup R ( e, B) • 
B€1 e€e p 
0 + m2 l a. l. i 
1 + 
oi a~ + m~ l. J 
Recall that B 
0 
(20) 
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Needing only to consider rules in L, a distribution A on e will be found such 
that B0 Iidnimizes E"-R(e,B) and it will be. s.hown that R(e,B~) ·is constant on e. It 
will follow that 5 defined by 
0 
with B 0 as in ( 20), is /11-minima.x in DL (theorem 12). 
Lemma 10: With B0 diagonal and with LO' E1 , and K diagonal, R(e,B0 ) = R is 
constant on e. 
Proof: Notice from (8) that for an arbitrary element ei e e, 
= tr B~B Ll + tr B'lkB E0 + tr B~B eie~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~ 
p 
= tr BIJkB E1 + tr B'lkB Lo + \. (B'lkB ) 2 o o o o ~ o o jjmj 
j=l 
= R say, 
since B~0 is diagonal, and the diagonal elements of ei ei are ~' ~' • • • m2 
' p 
for every i = 1, 2, •.• ' u. 
Lemma 11: With B0 as in (20), there exists a distribution h0 on e such that 
R = E~ R(e,B0 ) = inf EA R(e,B) • 
o Be1P o 
A proof is given in the appendix. 
Theorem 12: With E0 = diag. (a~), Ll = diag. ( ai), and K diagonal, the A-minimax 
rule in DL is given by 
where B is defined in (20). 
0 
8 (x) = B x + B ~ 
0 0 0 ' 
• -
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Proof': With A-0 as in lemma 11, f'or any B € Tp observe that 
Thus 
sup R(e,B ) 
0 e€e 
u 
= I RA.o(ei) 
i=l 
u 
= \ R(e.,B )A. (e.) L, l.OOl. 
i=l 
u 
~ L R(ei,B)~o(ei) 
i=l 
=:.; sup R(e,B) • 
e€e 
by lemma 10 
by lemma 11 
= inf' sup R ( e, B) 
B€T e€e p 
so that 60 is J\..minimax in D1 • 
Corollary 12.1: If' p = 1, .E = 2 .E = a2 K = k, then the A-minimax rule 01' 1 0 o' 
D1 is 
~ +· A 
a2 'a2 + M2 
6 (x) 1 0 = 
0 
.!..+ 1 
a2 a2 + M2 
1 0 
with /~minimax risk 
k [ 1:..+ 
1 r· 0'2 a2 + M2 1 0 
in 
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4. SOME RELATED RESULTS FOR THE LOCATION PROBLEM 
4.1 Other Distribution Assumptions 
In considering quadratic form loss functions and linear rules, the first two 
moments sufficiently characterize the prior and sampling distributions. SUbject 
to this restriction, the assumptions of section 2.1 may be weakened by assuming 
not that Cov(xl2> = 1:1, but only that Cov(x!~) = E1(~) where 
E{El (~)I J.L I) = El 
independent of J.L 1 • Phrasing this somewhat differently, suppose that both the 
sampling distribution's mean~ and covariance E are unknown, and that the decision 
maker has a joint prior distribution on e and E such that under this prior, 
E(~) = J.L', Cov(~) = E0 , and E(E) = E1, where E0 and E1 areknown, and it has been 
learned that J.L 1 e: U' • The results are identical to those for the original model. 
As a. further example of changing the distribution assumptions, suppose X is 
a (univariate) positive random variable with mean ~ and variance var(xl~) = v~, 
where v > 0 is known. Again suppose that the prior distribution is such that 
E(~) = J.L', var(~) =a~, where a~ is known and 
J.L 1e:U' = { J.L' e E 1 ' I A - J.L 1 ·I ~ M) • 
Considering rules of the form 8(x) = bx + b~ and quadratic loss, 
Now 
for all J.L 1 , so B(J.L',8) is convex. It is clearly continuous, so by the extreme 
point theorem it assumes its maxirmrm at an extreme point J.L 1 = A ± M. In particular 
sup B(J.L 1 ,8) = b2 v(A + M) + b2(~ + a2 ) • ~ 
ll'e:UI o 
The mia.imizing b is 
and the U" -minimax risk is 
R ;:: 
Thus the U' -minimax rule is 
5(x) 
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M2 + a2 
0 
b = -----------------
v(A + M) + M2 + cr2 
0 
[ v(6 
1 
+ 
1 
+ M) M2 + a2 
0 
= [ 
X 
+ 
A 
v(A + M) M2 + a2 
0 
ll 
J 
v 
Note that R involves 6 but is bounded above by M2 + a2 • Recall that f'or the 
0 
original model, the 1:.-minimax risk (theorem 7) does not involve 6.. 
4.2 Prior Mean Known, Variance Unknown 
Finally consider a univariate extension which involves changing both distri-
bution assumptions and the manner in which the pri~r distribution is specified, 
Suppose now that the moments of' the prior and sampling distributions are as in the 
original problem (section 2.1), but that 11' is kncn{n and r. ;:: a2 is not. Assume, 0 0 
however, that the decision maker can assert that 
Considering rules of' the f'orm 
5(x) = bx + b!l' , 
maintaining the quadratic loss structure, and performing the now familiar compu-
tation, with obvious change of' notation, it f'ollows that 
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= E(bX + b~' - ~)2 
Clearly 
The minimizing rule is therefore 
o(x) = 
and its risk is 
Since the procedure is minimax, it is not surprising that T2, the largest 
permissible value of a~ appears as the prior variance. 
4.3 Estimation of a Univariate Location Parameter When the Scale Parameter is 
Unknown 
A deterrent to the applicability of the /~minimax estimate of location under 
the model of section 2.1 is the assumption that the variance of the sampling distri-
bution is known. In this section a univariate Normal problem is discussed in which 
this variance is unknown, but a prior distribution for it is known. The necessary 
distribution theory can be found in Raiffa and Schlaifer [ 9, chapters 7 and 11]. 
Let x1, x2, ···, Xn be independent identically Normally distributed random 
variables with mean e and variance ~ (precision h). Let 
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n n 
- 1 \ 
X= n L xi, 1 ~ - 2 V = -- _ (X; - X) , n- 1 ..... 
i=l i=l 
with the convention that V = 0 if n ~ 1. The joint probability density function 
of X and V is then 
where r = n - 1. · 
It is now supposed that the family of natural conjugate prior distributions 
is rich enough to include an incompleteness specification which is satisfactory 
-for the decision maker. The natural conjugate prior distribution fo.r e and h is 
the Normal-gamma, with density 
f (e hl"' v' n* n') N ',..,..,'' y 
for 
h :;:::. o, 
The following expectations will be needed: 
E<xl~,h) -= ~' E6 = J.l I J 
var (}~I ~,h) 1 -
- ' 
vare 
hn 
-
and v' 
' 
n~~ > 0, n' > 2 • 
E ( ~) n'v' = --= ~ 
n·'-2 
v'n' n~~-1~ = = 
n*(n' -2} 
(21) 
Suppose that e is to be estimated with quadratic loss, but as before the mean, 
-1-1' of the prior distribution on e is unknown. Again assume that the decision maker 
can assert that 
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11 1 E u I = { ll I ' I A - ll I I :::; M} ' 
and let A be the set of all Normal-gamma distributions with ~-t 1 e U 1 • 
-Considering only rules linear in X, write 
o(x) = bx + cA , 
where b, c do not depend on v, as an estimate of e when x is the observed value 
-
of X. A .~' .... minimax rule requires b, c to minimize 
sup E[bX + cA - ~] 2 • 
11 1 eU 1 
Now using the expectations in display (21), it can be shown with some computation 
that 
-
E[bX + cA - ~] 2 = (n-\2 + n~~-J..t;2 )tjr + b2[ (A - ~-t') + c : b A]2 (22) 
b 
The maximum of this expression for lA- ~-t'l s M is 
L l- + b-2 [M + I (c b)A 1 ]2 ' (n-~2 + n*-~2)w 
b 
-which in turn is minimized for c = b. (Even if A = 0, so that any c gives the 
same value of the expression, the rule 
o(x) = bx + bA = bx + c~ = bx 
for all c.) 
It remains to minimize 
over values of b. The result is 
n*-lw + M2 
b = --------~-----------
(n-1 + n*-1)* + M2 
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and the /1-minimax rule is 
o(i) = bx + cb. 
~ + ---~~6 ____ _ 
= _n_-_1_*~-''-· -_n_~_:•_l'f.l.--+_M_2 _ 
(23) 
__ 1__ + ---~-1 ____ _ 
n:..l'*' n*-1'*' 
or equivalently 
-~+ A ~. vare + M2 
n fiL -
= 
_h + 1 
~ - + M2 vare 
n -h 
Recall that when h is non-random and known, (o2 =~and var9 = o2 ), the ~minimax 1 nh 0 
rule is (corollary 12.1) 
-~+ A 
a2 
1 
a2 
0 
+ M:2 
1 + 1 
02 ·iJ2 + M2 
1 0 
1 1 E ~ replaced by -
h h 
Observe that this is the rule of display (23) with 
Knowledge of the parameter n' is not required if the loss function h(o(x) 
is used. The ~minimax rule becomes 
In (22) the expected loss is a decreasing function of n~~. Thus if the incomplete-
ness in the specification of a prior distribution is to extend to n*, it must be 
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of the form n* ~ n say, in which case the maxinru.m risk occurs at n ~ The rule 
0 0 
with respect to this inco~leteness specification '~ould be the rule in (23) with 
n* replaced by n0 • Since the precision of the prior distribution for ~ is hn*, 
and h is the precision of the sampling process, this incompleteness specification 
treats the prior information as equivalent to at least n observations on the 
0 
process. For further comment on equivalent prior samples, see Winkler [17]. 
5. /\.-MINIMAX ESTIMATES OF SCALE 
This section considers A-minimax estimation of the variance of a (univariate) 
Normal distribution when 1) the mean is known and 2) a. coiqplete prior distribution 
is available for the mean. Case 2) is reduced to case 1). Here A is a subset of 
the class of natural conjugate prior distributions. Again, Raiffa and Schlaifer 
[9, chapters 7 and 11] supplies the distribution theory. 
5.1 Mean Known 
For the location problem, the distribution assumptions involved only moments 
and in particular did not assume Norma.lity. Now, suppose that x1 , x2, • • ·, Xn are 
independent random variables with identical Normal distributions with mean 0 and 
variance h-l = a2 • Define 
n 
W=~I~, 
i=l 
with the convention that W = 0 for n = 0. Then (nh)W has the X2 distribution 
with n degrees of freedom. 
Suppose cr2 is to be estimated with loss function 
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-
where w, o2 , and h are realizations of' the random variables W, a2 , and h. Thus a. 
mis-estimation of' small values of' o2 is more costly than an equal mis-estimation 
of' large values. 
.. . .. -
The natural conjugate prior distribution f'or h is the gamma-2 with probability 
density 
-~hn 1V 1 -b 1-1 
= (const.)e h • 
The following moments will be required: 
and thus 
I --1 E(W h) = h , 
E(h) = l V'' 
var(wlh) = 
var(h) = - 2-
n1v12 
E(h2 ) = ( 1 ) 2 ( n 1 + 2 ) • VJ hI 
Suppose that the prior distribution is known except for 
decision maker can specif'y 
v'EU= {v'l ~~v' ~AA} 
A 
v' 
' 
and that the 
where A ~ 0, A ~ l. Then A is the class of' gamma.-2 distributions, 
{fy (·lv',n'), v'EU}. 
2 
As before, considering only estimators which are linear in the suf'f'icient 
statistic, without loss of generality write 
-o(w) = bw + bcxA, 
n' -whe~e x = and put x = 1 - x. 
n 1 + 2 · 
For a A-minimax rule, b and c must minimize 
(24) 
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sup Eh2 (bW + be~ - h-1)2 • 
v'eU 
Using the moments (24), it can be shown that 
Eh2 (bW + bcx~ - h-1 )2 = 2b2 + ~ b2 + xb2 [cA - 1]2 • 
n v' 
This is a continuous convex function of ~' and the set 
v 
U=(v'l~~v'~ 
A 
AA} = (vI I l:.. ~ .l. ~ ~} 
AA v' t::. 
is convex and compact so by the extreme point theorem 
B(b ,c) ::; sup E h2 (bW + bcx~ - h-1 )2 
v'eU 
2b2 - c 
= - + ~ b2 + xb 2 max((- - 1)2 , (cA - 1)2 } • 
n A 
Constants b and c are sought to minimize B{b,c). Let 
Clearly, to minimize B(b,c) subject to c €~1 choose c = c such that (c A - 1)2 = 0 0 
c 
(~ - 1)2 • On the complement A 
Thus B(b,c) is minimized over 
Thus it remains to solve 
of JJ, no minimum is attained (the infimum is a.t c ) • 
0 
c 
all E1 at the solution, c , of (c A- 1)2 = (A0 - 1)2 • 0 0 
(25) 
for c. If ~ > 1, then since A2 ;;::. 1, cA = ~ A2 > 1 and (25) becomes A A 
cA - 1 = 1 - 1 (26) 
which has no solution for A > 1. If A = 1, v' is known, and the problem reduces 
to the Bayes problem. If 1 ~ 1 and cA < 1, (25) becomes (26) and the same comment 
applies. Finally, if * ~ 1 but cA ~ 1, then (25) becomes 
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c 
cA - 1 = 1 - -A 
which has as solution 
Thus 
where 
c = 2(A + .!)-1 = 2 A 
o A A2 + 1 
B(b,c0 ) 
2b2 ;;, £2 + xi;2 [ 2A2 - 1 T~'. = -- + 
n A2 + 1 
2b2 b2 (2 + n'G2 ) = --+ 
n n' + 2 
Differentiating to minimize B(b,c ) over values of b, the minimizing b is 
0 
2 + n'G2 
b n' + 2 = 
' 0 g+ 2 + n'G2 
n n' + 2 
and the A-minimax rule is 
o(w)=bw+b2[ A ][ n' ]6 
o o o A2 + 1 n' + 2 
which is the Bayes rule 
o(w) = 
1 1 
--:--- + -
n' + 2 n 
when A = 1. (The posterior distribution of h is gamma.-2 with parameters 
n" = n' + n and v" = nw + n'v' 
n' + n 
w v' 
-+-
n' n 
= 
..!.+.!.. 
u' ·n 
(27) 
(28) 
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The posterior mean is ~~~ and so the Bayes estimate of' cr2 for quadratic loss is v". 
v 
Recall that the loss function for this problem, h2 (o(w) - ~)2 is not quadratic, 
which accounts for the apparent discrepancy.) 
TO determine the efficiency of' the ~minimax rule with respect to the Bayes 
rule, compute the risk of' the lr-minimax rule by substituting b0 of (28) for b in 
B(b,c0 ) of (27). The result is 
(29) 
Note that this does not depend on A. The Bayes risk (of the Bayes rule) is obtained 
by substituting A = 1 (and therefore G = 0) in B(b ,c ) giving 0 0 
2 
n + n' + 2 
The efficiency of the A-minimax rule with respect to the Bayes rule is taken to be 
the ratio of these two risks. So 
2 
n + n' + 2 
Eff. = -----------
= 
2(2 + n'G2 ) 
2(n' + 2) + n(2 + n'G2 ) 
2(n' + 2) + n(2 + n'G2 ) 
(n + n' + 2)(2 + n'G2 ) 
Figures 1-4 give contours of the efficiency for sample sizes n = 2, 5, 10, 20. 
For given n, the label of' the contour at the point (A,n') is the efficiency of the 
/:.-minimax rule with respect to the Bayes rule when the degrees of freedom parameter 
of the prior distribution is n', and the incompleteness specification U, is de-
termined by A. Only for large values of' n', do increases in A significantly de-
crease the efficiency, and the importance of small values of A decreases as the 
sample size increases. 
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Fig. 1.--Contours of: (risk of Bayes estimate)/(risk of A-minimax 
estimate) for estimation of a scale parameter. The degrees of 
fre~>d0rn in the prior distribution is n', the incompleteness specification 
is dc•t_t>r-:ined by A. and the sample size is n = 2. 
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Fig. 2.--Contours of: (risk of Bayes estimate)/(risk of J~minimax 
estimate) for estimation of a scale parameter. The d~grees of 
freedom in the prior distribution is n': the incompleteness specification 
is determined by A, and the sample size is n = 5. 
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Fig. 3. --Contours of: (risk of Bayes estimate)/ (risk of A-minimax 
estimate) for estimation of a scale parameter. The degrees of 
freedom in the prior distribution is n', the incompleteness specification 
is determined by A, and the sample size is n = 10. 
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Fig. 4.--Contours of: (risk of Bayes estimate)/(risk of ~minimax 
estimate) for estimation of a scale parameter. The degrees of 
freedom in the prior distribution is n', the incompleteness specification 
is determined by A, and the sample size is n = 20. 
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The graphs were obtained by evaluating the efficiency over a 2,250 point grid 
at A= 1(.2)9.8 and n' = 0(.2)9.8 on a CDC6400 computer, and having the contours 
'-~ :. ) 
smoothed and plotted on an EAI3500 Dataplotter. 
The results of this section extend immediately to the mean non-zero. In 
section 5.2 the estimation of a2 when 9 is not known is treated. 
5.2 Mean Unknown 
Recall the problem of section 4.3 in which Xl' x2, •••, Xn are independent, 
-1 identically Normally distributed random variables with mean e and variance h • 
- 1 n 
Let X = - E X and V = 
n i=l i 
-density of X and V is 
n 
1 
·E (X. - X) 2 , where V = 0 if n ~ 1. 
n - 1 i=l l. 
f(x,vle,h) = (const.) [e-~hn(x-e)2ht J [e-~hrvh~r J 
The joint 
where r = n - 1, and the natural conjugate prior for e and h is the Normal-gamma 
with density 
fN (9,h\1J.,v',n* 1 n') = 
y 
for - 00 ~ e ~ Cl:)' h;;:: o, and v' ,n*,n' > o. 
The following moments will be required: 
E(h) 1 =;-t, 
var(v!b.) 
var(h) = 
2 
= 
rh2 
2 
n'v' 2 
-1 Suppose that h is to be estimated by a function 5 of the sufficient 
~ statistic, V, with loss 
(30) 
(31) 
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a.s in the previous section. Assume that prior knowledge about v' is incomplete 
but that the decision maker can specify 
v' e U = { v 1 I ~ ~ v 1 ~ AA) , 
where A ~ 0, A ~ 1. Here /~is the set of Normal-gamma distributions (30), with 
Restricting the discussion to rules linear in V, write 
- nl 
o(v) = bv +be n' + 2 A 
as in the previous section and determine b,c to minimize 
The expectations in display (31) are the same as those in (24) with W replaced by 
1- 2 . ,- 2 V, and n in var(W h) = - by r = n - 1 ~n var(V h) = -;:- • 
nh2 rh2 
Thus with these 
substitutions, the required computations are identical to those of section 5.1, 
-
and hence the A-minimax rule when e is unknown is 
where 
and 
- A n 1 
o( v) = blv + bl2 ~ ' 
A2 + 1 n' + 2 
2 + n'G2 
n' + 2 b = ----------~-1 2 2 + n'G2 
- + -~~-
r n' + 2 
G = 
45 -
Furthermore, the A-minimax risk of the A-minimax rule is, by comparison with (29), 
(32) 
2(n' + 2) + r(2 + n'G2 ) 
It follows that the contours given in figures 1 - 4, of the efficiency of 
the A-minimax rule with respect to the Bayes rule, can be used when 9 is unknown 
if n is replaced by r = n - 1. 
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APPENDIX OF MATHEMATICAL PROOFS 
Lemma 3: The set t3 (11) is convex, and for each e €e (12L R(e,B) (8) is convex 
in B. 
Proof: Given B0 , B1 e t3 and 0 < a < 1, let Ba = (1 - a)B0 + aB1• It must be shown 
that for each e € e 
R(e,B ) ~ (1 - a)R(e,B ) + aR(e,B1 ) • Cl 0 
It follows from (8) and properties of the trace that 
~- -~-- T R(e,B) = tr Bl[~l + tr Bl[B(E0 + ee ) • 
We wish to show that T s 0 where 
T Let L. = r.0 + ee • Then it can be shown that 
T = tr[B~BaEl + B;kBaE] - (1 - a)tr[BJKB0 E1 + B~B0E] - atr[BiKB1E1 + BiKB1E] 
= -a(l - a)tr(B0 - B1 )TK(B0 - B1 )(E1 + E) • 
It will suffice to show that 
Now E1 + E = E1 + E0 + eeT is symmetric positive definite, (B0 - B1)~(B0 - B1 ) is 
symmetric non-negative definite, and thus all the characteristic roots of each a.re 
non-negative. See Rao [11, p. 35]. It follows from a theorem of Anderson and 
Gupta [1, corollary 2.2.1] that all the characteristic roots of their product are 
non-negative. Since the trace of a matrix is the sum of its characteristic roots, 
S ~ 0. Hence for all e E: e 
(33) 
It remains to show that Ba € t3, that is t3 is convex. By (13) 
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f3 = (B e1 lsup R(J.L 1 B) :S: T} = (B e1 !sup R(e,B) :S: T} • 
P J.L€U P eee 
:'"/• 
By (33) with B0 , Bl e f3, it follows that 
sup R(e,B0) :s: sup((l - a)R(e,B0 ) + aR(e,Bl)J 
eee e€e 
:s:· (l - a)sup R(e,B ) + asup R(e,Bl) 
eee 0 e€e 
That is, Baef3. Thus, the lemma. 
Lemma 6: The U-m.ini.lnax risk (in L) satisfies 
inf sup R(J.L,B) = sup inf R(ll,B) • 
Proof': 
BerP 1-1eu n€e BerP 
inf sup R(J.L,B) = inf sup R(J.L,B) 
B€1 J.L€U B€f3 J.1€U p 
= inf SUE R(TI,B) 
Bef3 II€e 
= sup inf R(II,B) 
nee B€f3 
Suppose there exists a B* € 1 such that p 
by corollary 2.l 
by lemma 5 
by theorem 4 
sup iQf R(-II, B) 
nee Ber 
= sup R(Il,B~~") 
n€e p 
By theorem 4, there exists an e-minimax rule B0 € f3 so 
(34) 
(35) 
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sup R(J..L,B1~) = sup R(TI,B-~"~) 
J..L€U TI€e 
= sup inf R(TI,B) 
TI€e B€1 p 
~ sup inf R(TI,B) 
n€e B€t3 
= inf sup R(TI,B) 
B£t3 FlEe 
= sup R(TI,B ) 
- 0 TI€e 
by lemma 5 
by (35) 
since t3 c 1P 
by theorem 4 
-since B0 is e-minimax 
since B € t3 • 
0 
Thus B"~ € t3. It has been shown that if B* E 1 and B~~ satisfies (35), then B-* € t3· p 
Thus 
sup inf R(D,B) = sup inf R(I1,B) , 
D€e B€t3 TI€t B€1 p 
and the result follows from (34). 
Lemma 8: For p-vectors G f 0, J,.l, and M ~ 0, p X p matrix B and positive definite 
p X p matrix K, 
supremum[BJ..L + G]TK[B~ + G] > supremum[B~]~[BJ..L] • (18) 
tJ..LI ::;; M hd s; M 
Proof: There is a. J..L0 such that !J..L0 j s M and the supremum on the right-hand side 
of (18) is attained a.t J.L • Now 
0 
and since l-J..L I s; M 0 
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But K is positive definite and G /= 0, so G~G > 0 and thus 
= supremun{B~]~(B~] 
~~~ !; M 
Lemma ll: With B0 as in (20), there exists a distribution ""a on e such that 
Proof: Fr,r ei € e let 
Then for B € 1 p 
EA. R(e,B) 
0 
= inf EA. R(e,B) 
:se:r o p 
i = l, 2, u • 
u 
= \ R(e.,B)A (e.) L 1 o 1 
i=l 
u 
= tr B~N:1 + tr B~fu:0 + ~ tr B~B I ei ei 
i=l 
With some computation it can be shown that 
u 
I eiei = u£12 ' 
i=l 
A 
where M is the p X p diagonal matrix with entries m1 , ~~ • • •, m. p Thus 
Eh R(e,B) = tr B~~l + tr :STK:S(~0 + M2 ) • 
0 
The calculus may be applied directly to determine the minimizing B, but note 
that the minimization is identical to that in the proof of theorem 7 if Dn is 
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replaced by M2 in display (16). Thus from (17), the minimizing B is 
a~ + m~ 
1 0 2 a. + o1 + m. J. J. 
= B 
0 
